Research on event perception based on geo-tagged social media data
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Abstract: Technological advancement makes information dissemination more convenient. When a notable event occurs, social media serves a popular platform for citizens to share event-related information. Therefore, in the information age, how to effectively observe the event and improve event management ability is an open question worthy of attention. Traditional social survey methods and various automatic sensors have been widely used to monitor the specific event. However, widely used social media service provides a unique approach for the event study with individuals as smart sensors. How to perceive an event through social media data has triggered a series of researches. Currently, we can find when, where what happened and induced impact based on geo-tagged social media data. However, event study based on social media is still in its infancy. This paper provides an overview of event study based on geo-tagged social media data. Firstly, we introduce the event model and the characteristics of social media data. Then, how to detect and trace event, how to analyze event impact and visually express obtained knowledge are discussed respectively. Subsequently, based on the existing researches, we propose further questions and conclude.
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1. Motivation

The world has witnessed a tremendous upsurge of the event which began during the late nineteenth century and has continued right into the twenty-first century (Getz and Page 2016). Various events, especially negative ones (e.g., terrorist attacks, violent incidents), have considerable impacts on a variety of aspects regarding individuals and the society which are worthy of recognition as a distinct academic discipline.

The event-oriented study is all-encompassing and interdisciplinary. The interconnections between various areas of study should foster interdisciplinary theory focused on events to better understand why they exist/occur, and how we can promote positive outcomes as well as minimizing undesirable and unforeseen consequences.

Geo-tagged social media data is a typical social sensing data, which could help to perceive the public’s knowledge about their surrounding events directly. Just as the air quality sensor can detect air pollution and the seabed vibration pressure sensor can perform tsunami warning, the reaction of intelligent human beings on social media platform due to the stimuli of the event could help to monitor the event (Goodchild 2007).

So many researches have been conducted to explore the capacity of geotagged social media data for the event perception. In this paper, we review these advances. After the introductory Section 2 detailing event model and the characteristics of geotagged social media data, we enter sections dedicated to advances in event detection (Section 3.1), event tracking (Section 3.2), analysis of event impact (Section 3.3) and event-oriented visualization (Section 3.4). Section 4 then give an overview of the challenges ahead and future work. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Event meet geo-tagged social media data

We discuss the characteristics of the event and geo-tagged social media data separately and explore the potential of applying geo-tagged social media to perceive an event.

2.1 Event-based model

Different scientists have different interpretations of events because of different perspectives (Casati and Varzi 2008). However, some core features are recognized: a noteworthy occurrence, a unique set of circumstances and a specific place and time. Therefore, to explain any event well enough, we should consider its objective, participants, its place in space and time, its results and the various relationships involved.

Traditional spatiotemporal data models (e.g., snapshot modeling, ground state correction model) lacks the description of the process of change and the cause of change, making it difficult to describe the event. For event-oriented models, the change should be the central concept that modeled. How to build the event-oriented spatiotemporal data model have led to continuous attention. Claramunt and Theriault (1995) and Wang et al. (2005) modeled events as a set of processes changing the state of an entity, thus building the connection between events and spatial object entities. Wu et al. (2008) proposed an improved event-process-based spatiotemporal data model, considering that events are composed of processes and discussing the relationship between events, processes and
space objects. Liu et al. (2015) proposed an event-based double-sequence spatiotemporal data model, which associates event lists with change lists of spatiotemporal objects. This model not only realizes the mapping of the event to induced state changes of the spatial object but also can describe a series of state change caused by multiple events for spatial object individuals. Polous (2016) depicted an event-based conceptual model and discussed in depth the relationships between events, sub-events, processes and objects, and their related attribute characteristics. Moreover, humans, as important spatiotemporal objects, are included in this space-time model.

Indeed, most current event models consider purely geographic events and mostly ignore human involvement. Exploring the relationship between social events and human behavior is an interesting topic worthy of scrutiny in event modeling. As people’s awareness goes deeper, the event-oriented model will be further optimized.

2.2 Geo-tagged social media data with citizens as social sensors

The innovation of internet communication technology in the last decades have changed the way citizens communicate. Virtual communities and networks have become a mainstream platform for people to share news and perceptions.

Social media platforms cover a large number of users, with 3.196 billion people worldwide in 2018 enjoying social media service (Chaffey 2019). A large number of users generate a tremendous amount of data. Various social media platforms rich in ample content (e.g., texts, images) and metadata information (e.g., user information, geo-reference, timestamp). This large amount of data covers various topics, e.g., politics, education, sports, music, fashion, work, food, traveling, entertainment and so on. Also, the social media platform provides a wide range of application programming interfaces for research, corporate and government applications. Those data are free to download within a certain speed and amount. However, the quality of user-generated content varies from excellent to abuse and spam. Therefore, data cleaning is essential for various application purposes.

Several key features of geotagged social media data make it valuable for studying event. Firstly, the real-world event is one of the main driving forces for people to share their knowledge, such as government election and traffic jam. Social media services make it easy for information dissemination. Secondly, the large population and broad geographical distribution of users facilitate the perception of events. Thirdly, the embedded spatial-temporal and semantic information provide valuable indicators to cognize the events. Finally, available data access channels make it possible for event study and further enterprise applications.

3. Event study meets geo-tagged social media data

Geo-tagged social media data has been used to study event from multiple aspects. The current focus is mainly on answering when where what happened and induced impact. In this section, we provide an in-depth investigation from the perspectives of event detection, event tracking, analysis of event impact and event-oriented visualization methods.

3.1 Event detection

The primary objective of event detection is to identify events using interdisciplinary techniques. According to the entity type characteristics of the research object, event detection methods can be concluded into two categories. One is the detection method based on Twitter-like textual streams, which is more focusing on the analysis of textual feature. Another is a detection method based on the Flickr-like multimedia streams, considering visual, textual, and spatiotemporal features for multimodal fusion.

3.1.1 Event detection from Twitter-like textual streams

There are two types of solutions for event detection based on Twitter-like textual streams: document-pivot detection and feature-pivot detection. The document-pivot detection method focuses on the integration of documents, while the feature-pivot detection method focuses on bursty features clustering from the documents stream.

The core of document-pivot detection approach is to cluster documents related to the same event to discover potential events. Moreover, according to the degree of semantic considerations, the typical methods adopted can be summarized into three categories: Vector Space Model (VSM), Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA).

One limitation about VSM-based method is that it will result in low computational efficiency when dealing with a high-dimensional sparse matrix. The LSA-based method can reduce the dimensionality of term vectors and choose the most informative terms. The basic idea of the LSA algorithm is to map text from sparse high-dimensional lexical space to low-dimensional latent semantic space and compute similarity in latent semantic space. Nevertheless, it is hard to distinguish different events related to the same topic. Therefore, both spatial-temporal and textual information could be jointly combined to improve the performance in document clustering.

The LDA model is a three-layer Bayesian probability topic model with the three-layer structure of words, topics, and documents. This probabilistic model is usually adapted to cope with the characteristics of social media data (e.g., short message) or extended to integrated spatial and temporal features for event detection. For example, Zhang et al. (2017) modeled the text, time, location of tweets as multimodal embedding and utilized various features to explore the possible geo-topics via a Bayesian mixture model. A regression classifier was further applied to identify real local events from candidate geo-topics. Also, some scholars explore various auxiliary methods to improve the efficiency of event clustering. Valkanas and Gunopulos (2013) employed sentiment analysis to detect events from Twitter streams. The targeted event detection will pay attention to the area where a surge in any emotional state is observed. When investigating a specific
event type, supervised learning classifiers can be used to filter tweets which are not related to the specific event (Sakaki et al. 2010).

Feature-pivot detection methods are more suitable for real-time event detection. Its core objective is to find bursty features from social media streams and cluster them. It consists of three main steps: feature extraction, feature selection, and feature clustering. Various features are available for feature extraction, such as unigrams, bigrams, and n-grams. The bursty features which could be identified as potential event entities are selected from a large number of extracted features based on various selection techniques (e.g., discrepancy principle, wavelet analysis, and Discrete Fourier Transform). Finally, clustering algorithms (e.g., model-based, graph-based, and density-based clustering algorithms) could be used to cluster the bursty features into potential events.

As the tweet number related to local events are relatively small, frequency-based approaches alone are not capable of event detection. Location information of social media data is further integrated to identify and detect local events. Sugitani et al. (2013) applied a hierarchical clustering method to cluster the tweets based on the geo-distance and identify the spatial and temporal burstiness of terms in each cluster to identify real local events. Krumm and Horvitz (2015) split the space into hierarchical and relatively small size regions and utilized the regression errors of geotagged tweet volumes in each volume to search local event regions. Based on the spatial concentration analysis of temporal keywords, local event information could be detected in real-time from Twitter stream.

### 3.1.2 Event detection from Flickr-like multimedia streams

Supervised methods and unsupervised methods are all widely adopted in dealing with event detection from Flickr-like social media streams. Early machine learning-based detection methods only focused on the image itself. Based on events-related image data set, event classifier will be built, and new images can be categorized into a specific known event type. To further improve the capability of event detection, multi-modal fusion is adopted to improve classification accuracy. Petkos et al. (2012) considered time, space, and visual features, proposing a standard multimodal spectral clustering algorithm. This method train classifier as an indicator matrix to supervise the multimodal fusion and clustering. Ahsan et al. (2017) proposed a web-based supervised learning approach to learn visual concepts relevant to specific event categories.

On the one hand, Wikipedia and Flickr tags were used to mine event concept with Google News Dataset as additional resources. On the other hand, Microsoft Bing was used to searching and build event-related training dataset. Classifiers were trained with deep CNN features extracted from a pre-trained network on all the images. This Internet-based learning method requires only a few labeled examples and can achieve ideal results outperform state of the art.

In addition to progress in supervised learning, research on unsupervised learning-based event detection is continuing. Papadopoulos et al. (2011) built hybrid image-similarity graphs based on image and tag similarity. Considering visual features (speeded up robust features and vector of locally aggregated descriptors), text (title, description, and tags) and time, Schinas et al. (2015) used a sliding time-window to construct similarity graph and applied a graph clustering algorithm to detect events. Fully consider multiple heterogeneous features (location, user identity time, visual feature and tags), Yang et al. (2017) proposed a three-stage framework for event detection. First, the multimodal fusion model combined soft-voting strategy and graph random walk model was used to obtain fused features. Then, the dual structure constrained multimodal feature coding model was used to conduct multimodal data representations. In the end, hybrid clustering models were applied to discover potential events. The comparative test shows that four clustering methods (DBSCAN, K-Means and its two semi-supervised methods) based on the proposed framework can achieve better performance than state of the art. Moreover, the two semi-supervised clustering methods perform better.

### 3.2 Event tracking

The primary purpose of event tracking is to discover unlabeled stories about the detected or known event. With geo-tagged social media data, we can retrieve event-related information, and understand the evolution of events.

#### 3.2.1 Extraction of event-related information

To further analyze and recognize interesting event after event detection, information extraction algorithm is needed to obtain more event-related information from the original data. In addition to the traditional keyword retrieval methods, researchers also tried other strategies to make further improvements. Abel et al. (2012) proposed a user-driven semantic filtering strategy for real-world incidents or crises tracking. Murzintcev and Cheng (2017) proposed an automated process for the collection of hashtags related to an interesting event, thereby obtaining event related information. Regarding the extraction of flood-related information, Feng and Sester (2018) studied text-based and photo-based classification respectively and performed performance tests on various classification algorithms (e.g., random forest, ConvNets). The optimal classifiers were used to extract the flood-related text and photos respectively. This method is also applicable to the extraction of other categories of events.

#### 3.2.2 Event tracking based semantic evolution

Some scholars try to understand the event by observing semantic evolution. Osborne et al. (2014) designed a real-time event tracking and summarization method with the sliding window method. For a given event, the search query will be formed on the most informative terms (nouns, adjectives, verbs, and cardinal numbers). When new related tweets are coming, redundancy tweets will be filtered and ranked tweets will be used to form an updated summary of the event by performing extractive summarization. Weiler et al. (2014) used the most co-
occurrence words extracted from Twitter streams to describe events. The co-occurrence terms were ordered continuously, and the occurring event was summarized with top n co-occurrence terms. Cai et al. (2015) used a generative probabilistic model for event detection. Based on this method, maximum-weighted bipartite graph matching was used to trace the event evolution along the temporal dimension. The case study based on event "Snowden" shows that this method can effectively track the progress of event with time series. The graph-based clustering algorithm was applied periodically to detect dense sub-graphs that correspond to events with considering the features of time, text and image (Schinas et al. 2015). For event summarization, representative and diverse sub-set of images will be selected based on a graph-based ranking algorithm.

3.2.3 Event tracking based spatial-temporal evolution
Geo-tagged social media data can also describe the event evolution from a spatial-temporal perspective. Zhou and Xu (2017) used time spectrum to find the start, end, or prime time of the event. Based on the density of tweets, contour lines were built to simulate the spatial pattern of events. Based on spatial densities of both event-related posts and all posts, Gao et al. (2018) adopted Epanechnikov kernel function to design social media event rate (SMER) maps for tracking spatial and temporal trends of the event. This study used SMER maps to estimate local event baseline and reveal potential spatiotemporal patterns. Also, geotagged photos can be used to monitor scene changes. Yan et al. (2017) proposed a workflow to monitor and assess post-disaster recovery based on geo-tagged Flickr photos. A space-time bin method in both spatial and temporal dimensions was used to assess the recovery of scenic spots by comparing the similarities of tourist photos in the affected areas at different periods. Timely tracking disaster recovery is beneficial to disaster management and visitor awareness.

3.3 Analysis of event impact
Timely analysis of event impact helps to improve situational awareness and to understand public opinions, which can help the government or enterprise take necessary measures to amply/reduce the positive/negative impact. At present, many scholars have carried out much work to understand the impact of events from geo-tagged social media data.

3.3.1 Situational awareness
One of the leading service capabilities of geotagged social media data is situational awareness about the impact of the events. To understand its application ability for emergency management professionals, MacEachren et al. (2011) conducted a series of questionnaires. The results show that mainstream social platforms (e.g., Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter) are all used commonly in personal use or professional purposes. Moreover, Maps, photos/video collections, time graphs are the top three expected tools and features of the web-based application for emergency management.

Crooks et al. (2013) studied the perception of tweet data on earthquakes. Although it is not possible to monitor the intensity of an earthquake like a seismograph, the tweet-like social perception system is used by the rapid identification and localization of the impact area of the event. Similar researches include flood perception studies, fire perception studies, and storm perception studies. Related photos attached to tweets can provide a clear idea of a disaster situation (Dashki et al. 2014).

In addition to natural disasters, influenza also could be monitored by geo-tagged social media data. Using support vector regression, Signorini et al. (2011) implemented the collection of influenza-related tweets and monitoring of actual disease activity. Gao et al. (2018) analyzed the spread of influenza in real-time based on twitter. Case study during the 2013–2014 flu season in the United States shows that the proposed procedure yields results that correlate strongly with national and local influenza-like illness (ILI) reports.

3.3.2 Public opinion mining
Besides situational awareness, we can also use geo-tagged social media data to analyze the impacts of the event on citizens.

Caragea et al. (2014) performed sentiment analysis during Hurricane Sandy and used map-based visual representation to show the relationship between users’ sentiments change with the relative distance from the disaster. Zhou and Xu (2017) analyzed the ability of social media data to perceive people’s emotions about the specific event. Regarding political opinion, Tumasjan et al. (2010) investigated whether Twitter could be used as a valid indicator mirror offline political sentiment. A case study on the German federal election shows its feasibility. Jahanbakhsh and Moon (2014) studied the 2012 US presidential election combined with machine learning and LDA model. The opinion mining from geo-tagged social media data is consistent with actual public opinion, showing that it is an effective way to understand social attitudes toward event through social media.

3.4 Event-oriented visualization
Graphical presentation of quantitative data can significantly improve information perception, retention, and absorption. In event studies, visualization methods are increasingly being used to display and analyze remarkable results.

3.4.1 Charts
Chart, such as line chart, bar chart, and stacked graph, is a classic method to demonstrate the spatiotemporal pattern of event evolution. For example, in the study of tracking and measuring Influenza, Signorini et al. (2011) applied Line charts to describe the temporal pattern of morbidity based related tweets numbers along the time. In a case study based on the Australia 2010-2011 flood, Cheong and Cheong (2011) designed networks to present the main component of users and the responses for particular tweets. This method can help to obtain the overview of users’ reposting patterns during the spreading of the news. Guille and Favre (2015) used a bar chart to show temporal
patterns of multiple topics, which could aid the event detection.

3.4.2 Mapping
A map is a vivid form of expression which allows users to explore the regional, spatial-temporal pattern intuitively. Point-based visualization helps to place individual points within the spatial context. Each point represents an object, and its visual variables (e.g., color, size) carries related information. To track the public concern during the H1N1 pandemic, Signorini et al. (2011) displayed the near-real-time influenza-related tweets in a map. Marcus et al. (2011) applied a streaming algorithm to show the current tweets related to the inputted keywords. The map-based expression depicted the real-time spreading of an event on Twitter.

Line-based visualization turns the discrete data points into a continuous fitted curve and can also be used to depict locations along trajectories. Sakaki et al. (2010) predicted and displayed the trajectory of the typhoon against various simulation methods based on 2037 related tweets. Endarmoto et al. (2011) promoted an information extraction process to obtain traffic information, using different colors to represent the traffic condition of the inquired road segment.

Region-based visualization can be used to depict aggregated information over regions of a predefined granularity. When an overall view of a region needed to be generalized, a general map can be applied. Gao et al. (2018) used heatmap to visualize extracted events from social media data. Huang et al. (2017) aggregated data based on administrative regions, which is convenient for decision-making.

3.4.3 Text visualization
Visualization of textual data is also an essential way of knowledge dissemination. It can help people better understand event conditions and human opinions. Fisher et al. (2008) developed a system “Narratives” to visualize the extracted event topics from social media data. This system can address those scenarios in a temporal view. Similarly, Zhou and Chen (2014) used streamgraph to present the temporal social events’ patterns. Schreck and Keim (2013) applied a node-link-based visualization to give an overview of the news. Word cloud is also widely used in textual data visualization. Zhou and Xu (2017) used the word cloud to depict the keywords in an event. The size of the words stands for the frequency of mentioned topics in social media; the curves between words show the relationships between topic categories. Dörk and Knight (2015) designed an interactive word cloud system, which can allow users to explore the subtopics by their input.

3.4.4 Integrated system
To analyze the geospatial, temporal, textual, and other contextual information of the extracted social events, interactive visualization systems are prototyped. Kuang et al. (2014) designed an interactive visualization platform to depict the event. The interface provides the context of an event, such as representative images, word cloud, geographic and temporal summarization, and original micro-posts. Thom et al. (2015) implemented a visualization platform to analyze the 2013 German Flood. In addition to interactive maps and essential query functions, this platform also expresses sentiment volumes and unusual topics. Robinson et al. (2017) developed a system “STempo”, supporting visual analysis and pattern discovery in terms of time, location, and content.

4. Potential and challenges
Current research works on events in geo-tagged social media are mainly focused on the knowledge discovery about when, where, what happened and induced impact. We acknowledge that there are still many potential areas in this field that can be improved. Based on existing researches, we foresee that event studies based on geo-tagged social media data will develop in the following several areas:

4.1 Comprehensive analysis based on multi-source data
Current research on event study is mainly based on a single data source to carry out method innovation. To improve the accuracy and credibility of event analysis, other types of perception should not be ignored. For example, Li and Li (2014) used night-light remote sensing data to assess the socio-economic impact of the Syrian civil war. Zhang et al. (2015) designed a routine social activeness model based on human flow dynamics, which can find the time and place of events and measure its scale. This kind of data can play an important role in event study. Event analysis based on multi-source data deserves further attention. Besides, credibility is an important question worth paying attention to. It has been observed that in 2010 U.S. midterm elections, social bots were used to guide the political inclination of the public (Ratkiewicz et al. 2011). Abuse of social bots may cause disastrous consequence. Therefore, how to use multi-source data to acquire reliable result is worth pondering.

4.2 From phenomena description to knowledge mining and derivative prediction
The current ability of event perception based on geo-tagged social media data has already met the basic needs of situational awareness. However, the current analysis still stays in the description of the phenomenon. Knowledge hidden under the event-related information needs to be further discovered. Every notable event could involve some relationships with other events. At present, not limited to related relationships, research on causality continues to grow. On the one hand, the innovation of algorithms (e.g., structural equation model and directed acyclic graph) has been continuing (Burgess and Thompson 2015). On the other hand, application research in various fields (e.g., biomedicine, climate science) are also underway. Driven by events, in social media people post not only their perceptual knowledge but also their rational knowledge. Based on existing research, we could move forward in relationship mining among objects with events, events with events, and the involving processes, thereby improving the understanding of event ecology. Besides, situational awareness-based event
prediction needs further exploration. Study on professional prediction model based on situational awareness from social sensing and other various automatic sensors could serve for emergency response and rescue.

4.3 From visualization to visual storytelling

As has been widely used in movies and novels, ting a series of information into stories can effectively present information and memorably make a point. Perhaps visual stories could become an effective way to depict information about the complex event and pass on knowledge in the future. As a carrier of space-time information, maps still have considerable potential for storytelling. Combined with other necessary visual elements, the map can serve as a carrier for the story and the map-led storytelling is fully capable of assisting the audience in following the plot (Caquard and Cartwright 2014). Studying how to use maps to narrate stories could be a potential research hotspot in cartography.

Also, the story is like a series of states and processes that are strung together in time. It usually contains the beginning, middle, and end, and contains the cause and effect. Building a visual story is like literary creation, strive to be vivid and impressive. Ordering and interacting are the core of story construction. How to match different order and interacting structures to achieve better narrative effects, needs continuous attention.

5. Conclusion

Thanks to the rapid innovation of technology, the full application of social media service provide a unique social sensing channel to study events. A large user base, extensive geographical distribution, and real-time information dissemination have significantly improved our ability to perceive events.

In this paper, we review the current state of the art in event study with geo-tagged social media data. Firstly, this paper introduces the significance of event study, then describes the event model and the characteristics of geotagged social media data. After that, the current research progress is introduced from several aspects: event detection, event tracking, analysis of event impact and event visualization. Finally, the potential research areas are discussed based on the current researches.

The event study is essential for social sustainability. With the advancement of technology and the deepening of research, essential achievements will play an essential role in government decision-making, business planning, education, to name only a few. Mastery of social sensing helps to intelligently perceive the society in which we live and improve the living environment.
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